
David Williams
Artist and Naturalist,  
Wingin’ It Works

Born in Lexington, NC in 1965, artist David Williams was raised on a farm in a rural community 
with hundreds of acres of family land to roam. An early interest in Art and Science led to 
a fine arts degree from Western Carolina University with a minor in Biological Science. 
College offered the opportunity to hone new artistic skills, roam the NC Mountains and 
take advantage of elective classes in advanced Science. A fortunate turn of events led to an 
internship at the NC Zoo that opened his eyes to the wonders of creative interpretation and 
individual artistic growth. 

In 1996, after several years of museum-related jobs doing parts of someone else’s ideas, David 
established his own business called Wingin’ It Works. For the past 20 years, the ever-changing 
work has enabled him to do custom design, illustration, murals, sculpture as well as other 
creative outlets to share the wonders of nature through self-expression. His interpretive art 
and interactive design can be seen in prestigious museums, zoos and nature centers all over 
the Southeast.



Jerry Reynolds
Head of Outreach, School and Lifelong Education,  
NC Museum of Natural Sciences

Jerry spent his youth years exploring the swamps and woods of Duplin County in eastern 
North Carolina pursuing an early interest in snakes, frogs and turtles. He first worked as 
a curatorial assistant and field technician at the North Carolina State Museum of Natural 
Sciences from 1974 to 1980 while in college at nearby NCSU.   

After finishing his college studies, Jerry worked at Discovery Place for almost 20 years and 
then 3 years as Executive Director of Imagination Station, a small science museum in Wilson, 
North Carolina. Jerry returned to the NC State Museum of Natural Sciences in 2003. In 
addition to supervising the outreach section of the museum, he also provides a variety of 
field experiences for public audiences in all parts of the state. Jerry is a veteran of Wildacres 
weekends from the early ’80s as Discovery Place staff. Jerry holds a B.S. in Zoology and an 
M.S. in Zoology from North Carolina State University. “I may be getting old, but exploring the 
woods and experiencing nature just never gets old for me!”



Kelly Long

A native of Charlotte, NC, Kelly received her B.A. in Communication and Art History from 
Randolph College. After school, she joined corporate America as a technical writer and 
dabbled in art on the side. Kelly enrolled in a pottery class at a local pottery studio and was 
instantly hooked. She would sneak to the studio whenever she had the chance, telling her 
husband that her new pottery habit was much cheaper than therapy.   

After 20 years in corporate America, Kelly decided to go back to school to become a 
pediatric occupational therapist. She currently works with special needs children in the 
Mecklenburg County Head Start and the NC Pre-K program. Kelly tries to incorporate pottery 
into her work on a daily basis with her clients – building up hand and finger strength through 
rolling pottery coils and making pinch pots. Kelly’s ceramic work is hand built and glazed using 
an ancient technique called terra sigillata. For texture, she uses handmade stamps as well 
as her great-grandmother’s lace doilies. Kelly enjoys making sculptural pieces – especially 
fish and birds. She gets her inspiration from the wildlife she sees both locally and on family 
vacations. Kelly recently introduced her older daughter to the world of pottery and looks 
forward to many hours of mother-daughter bonding in the studio.



Mac Mayhew
Assistant Manager,  
Great Outdoor Provision Company

A native of North Carolina, Mac has enjoyed spending time in the outdoors since he was a 
young child. His interest in the outdoors was one of the primary reasons he chose to attend 
college in Maine, where he spent time exploring the backcountry of that state. He also finally 
understood what a real winter was and had opportunities to snowshoe, cross country ski, and 
play ice hockey. Upon returning to the Carolinas, he continued exploring the outdoors and 
enjoys helping customers to prepare for their outdoor pursuits. In his spare time, he enjoys 
spending time with his wife and 11-year-old, exploring the outdoors, grilling, and traveling.



Marvin Bouknight
Director and Naturalist,  
Discovery Place Nature

Marvin knew early on he wanted to be a naturalist and began teaching classes at 15 years 
old. His passion led him to a degree in Wildlife and Fisheries Biology from Clemson University, 
through which he has worked as a commercial fish hatchery manager, analytical chemist, and 
wildlife biologist. His desire for all things nature eventually led to a career as a naturalist that 
has spanned over 20 years, where he has served as a naturalist for both public and private 
parks, preserves, and communities. Marvin is an avid instructor, sharing his passion for our 
natural world through walks, talks, workshops, seminars, and presentations about primitive 
skills, edible and medicinal plants, wildlife photography, birding, mushroom foraging, flora and 
fauna ID, and more, from the mountains to the seas.

As a professional wildlife photographer and author, Marvin published his first book, “South 
Carolina’s Lowcountry...Naturally”, which is a study of the flora and fauna of the South 
Carolina Lowcountry through the lens of his camera. In addition to nature photography, 
Marvin has also provides photography and presentations about destinations in various regions 
of France, Italy, Africa, and more. Marvin resides in Chester, SC with his wife, Gabrielle, and 
their dog, Peanut, a feisty and lovable Yorkshire terrier. You can follow Marvin’s photography, 
blogs, and travels on Facebook through Nature Nook Wildlife Photography.


